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Taking your trolley
to the course just got
easier.
Sun Mountain
continues to offer
golfers convenience
with its new push-cart
covers. The new covers
offer a large U-shaped
opening, two-way
zipper, and durable
Tough-Tek material
in wear areas, not
to mention a
removable carry
strap with slipresistant shoulder
pad and lift handles
with a wrapped grip.
Sun Mountain has
specific covers for their
three- and four-wheel
push carts.
$99
www.sunmountain.com

Just in Case

Do you ever worry that your arms are getting too much sun exposure while you’re
golfing? And you don’t really want to sweat in a long-sleeve shirt. Sun Sleeves to
the rescue! Just slip over your arms and they provide instant sun protection. They
are available in a variety of colors for women and men in all sizes. With the strong
summer sun ahead, these smart cover-ups prove that there is nothing up their sleeve.
$19.95   www.uvskinz.com

UV Sleeves

It goes without
question that juniors
are the key to keeping
the game of golf growing
strong. TGA Premier Junior
Golf, one of the nation’s
leading introductory and
recreational golf programs,
has now launched its
own line of custom-fit
golf clubs. The boxed
sets are offered in
seven color-coded
sizes based
on height, with
right- and lefthanded options for
both boys and girls,
making it convenient
and affordable for
parents to fit their
junior golfer.
www.playtga.com

Junior Sticks

The Good Stuff

Nike Golf continues to produce cool and
comfortable threads that function on and off
the course. They have a new line of polo
shirts with some bold looks that may just help
you go low. If they are good enough for
the likes of Rory McIlroy and
company, who knows what
they can do for you.
www.nike.com

New Polo Designs

The Callaway XR 16 Driver is where forgiveness meets
fast. Callaway combined forces with Boeing Aircraft
Technology folks to create one of the most aerodynamic
head shapes in the market today. For more ball speed
all across the face, Callaway added their next generation
R*MOTO face that’s lighter and up to 19% thinner. When you get
the right launch conditions, you get more distance. Bombs away.
$349.00   www.callawaygolf.com

Blast Off

This no-nonsense device trains your eyes to start the ball on line, and it does so
without any expensive lasers or lengthy setup processes. It’s like having a scope for
your putter. The Navigator was designed to seamlessly clip on to any putter, no
matter the style. There’s even a movable arm that adjusts for all lie angles and eye
positions.
$59.95   www.dirtylarrygolf.com

The Navigator Putting Training Aid

